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Abstract: Here we present the electronic implementation of the mathematical model of a
pancreatic β cell. This model describes the dynamics of a singular cell among a cluster of cells
located in the Langerhans islet. The designed circuit presents high resemblance with the original
model and its dynamical properties. Considering the adjustment of the fast and slow equation
parameters, different behaviors of electrical activity in its membrane potential may be acquired
from the experimental model, such as: an active β cell with square-wave bursting, an inactive
cell with a constant membrane potential and a continuous spiking β cell. Due to the fact that
synchronization is necessary among the cluster of cells in order to release the insulin protein
into the blood stream, we describe here an experimental coupling based on the proposed circuit
of the β cell. In order to prove the feasibility of the circuit, electronic emulations are presented.

Keywords: Biological systems, pancreatic β cells, electronic implementation, mathematical
models, nonlinear dynamics, synchronization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mathematical models have been developed throughout the
years in order to describe behaviors that surround us.
They have provided a suitable and important tool in the
understanding and experimentation of certain phenom-
ena difficult to reproduce, such as earthquakes, planetary
motion and many other out of human control [see P.
Young (1998) and the references within]. However, not
only big scale events have caught the attention, in the
last decades, the behavior in biological systems has being
thoroughly studied by different areas of science [M. Hájek
et al. (1980)].

The models of biological systems allow us to understand
the dynamics of the body throughout the combination of
different techniques, for example numerical simulation and
electronic implementation. Although the former is more
frequently used, it is based on numerical approximations of
the results which might be misinterpreted in the resulting
behavior of the systems. Electronic implementations on
the other hand prove the physical and mathematical
feasibility of the biological models in a more exact way.

⋆ L.J.O.G. and E.C.C. acknowledge the CONACYT financial sup-

port through project No. 181002.

A watershed moment in the study of biological systems
was marked by the model described by Hodgkin and Hux-
ley (1953). They studied the electrical excitation of the
giant axon of the squid by the voltage–clamp technology,
resulting in a four dimension ordinary differential equa-
tion. After this model was developed, a great number of
experiments concerning the study of the electrical activity,
not only on neurons but cells in the hole body, started.
One of the most important studies carried out is in the
analysis of the behavior of the β cells. These cells which
are arranged in clusters located in the pancreatic region in
sections called Langerhans islets, regulate glucose in the
blood stream by the liberation of the insulin hormone.
They are connected via gap junction channels and exhibit
a complex oscillatory membrane-potential pattern called
Bursting Electrical Activity (BEA) [see P. Meda et al.
(1980) and P. M. Dean and E. K. Matthews (1968)].

Several reports have focused on modeling the appearance
of electrical activity that occurs during exocytosis when a
specific concentration of agents is reached, such as intracel-
lular calcium, concentration of calcium and potassium in
the endoplasmic reticulum, ADP (adenosine diphosphate)
and glucose [see I. Atwater et al. (1980); T. R. Chay (1980,
1990); J. Keizer and P. Smolen (1991); M. Pernarowski
(1998)]. Few reports have been made in the electronic
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f(u)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the f(u) function given by
(2).

implementation of this cells [Georgiou and Toumazou
(2007)]. Notwithstanding, the electronic implementation
reported here is based on the model described by M.
Pernarowski (1998). The main characteristic of this model
is that it presents fast and slow variables which can model
different behaviors of β cells, such as: an active β cell,
which is considered to be a regular cell with active and
silent phases of insulin releasing; an inactive cell, which
corresponds to cell that no longer produce oscillations;
and continuous spiking β cells, commonly refereed to cells
which are isolated from the cluster. Since living cell work in
synchrony in the pancreatic area, we decided to implement
some couplings regarding the electronic implementation.

This article is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents the
general theory that envelops the mathematical model of
the β cell ; Section 3 introduces the physical implemen-
tation of the biological system; Section 4 describes the
posible behaviors of the cell; in Section 5 we present
numerical simulations of the coupling between two cells.
Finally conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE β CELL

The mathematical model that we considered for the
electronic implementation has been developed by M.
Pernarowski (1998). In this model the author describes
the behavior of a single cell, located inside a cluster of
cells. This model simulates the common electrical activity
BEA produced by the cells throughout the glucolysis. The
model is given as follows:

u̇ = f(u)− ω − c,
ω̇ = ω∞(u)− ω,
ċ = ǫ(h(u)− c),

(1)

where u stands for the membrane potential, ω represents a
channel activation parameter for the voltage-gated potas-
sium channel and c corresponds to the concentrations of
agents which regulate the common bursting activity of the
cell, such as concentration of calcium in the vicinity of the
cluster.

u

u

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the u state given by (1).

w(u)

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the ω∞(u) function given by
(2).

The functions f(u), ω∞(u) and h(u) regulate the oscilla-
tions on the model, they take the following form:

f(u) =
−a

3
u3 + aûu2 +

(

1− a(û2
− η2)

)

u,

ω∞(u) = (1−
a

3
)u3 + aûu2

−

(

2 + a(û2
− η2)

)

u− 3,

h(u) = β(u− uβ),

(2)

where a, û, β, ǫ, η, uβ ∈ R. This model has the particularity
that by the adjustment of its parameters one may describe
a variety of characteristic oscillatory behaviors of the
β cells. The model considers that η, uβ are called fast
and slow variables, respectively. Using the specific values
a = 1/4, û = 3/2, β = 4 and ǫ = 1/400, and the following
arrangement on the fast and slow parameters η = 3/4 and
uβ = −0.954, the system exhibits square-wave bursting
analogous to the BEA in active cells. The system given by
Eq. (1) is considered as an inactive system by changing the
slow variable uβ = −2 and presents a continuous spiking
activity by changing the fast parameter η = 1.1. A more
detailed analysis in some global bifurcation of the system
are discussed by the author in M. Pernarowski (1998).
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the ω state given by (1).

3. ELECTRONIC IMPLEMENTATION OF THE β
CELL

In order to design each one of the states variables, u, ω, c
in the electronic circuit of the β cell, we took advantage
of the operational amplifier configurations, since this type
of integrated circuits are not affected by the loss of infor-
mation in an analog to digital conversion. To implement
electronically this equation we use the inverting amplifier,
inverting adding and inverting integrator configurations
as depicted in Figure 1 for the equation f(u) given by (2)
and the whole state u in Figure 2. The cubic and quadratic
terms were implemented through the four quadrant mul-
tiplier AD633AN referenced as components U1, U2, U13
and U14. In this case the amplifiers U3-U9 are arranged
in the inverting amplifier configuration, U10 correspond to
the inverting adding amplifier, the integration is carried
out by U11 while U12 stands only for a voltage follower to
maintain the output signal.

Considering u from the equation given by Eq. (1) with
(2) and the parameters described for an active β cell, after
integrating with respect to time both sides of the equation,
the resulting state will be equal to applying standard
node analysis technique to the circuit of Figure 1 and 2.
An equation that governs the behavior of the proposed
circuit can be obtained calculating the output voltage of
the voltage follower in the U12 component. Therefore the
resulting state will be given by:

u =
−1

R21 · C1

∫
(

−
R2 · R20

100 · R1 · R3
u3

−
R5 ·R7 ·R20

10 ·R4 ·R6 ·R8
u2

−
R10 · R12 · R20

R9 ·R11 · R13
u

+
R15 · R20

R14 · R16
ω

+
R18 · R20

R17 · R19
c

)

dt− VC10 .

(3)

Similar consideration can be made to the states of ω and
c given by Eq. (1) and (2). When integrated with respect
to time from both sides, they will result in the respective
output voltage of the voltage followers U24 and U28 in

h(u) V2

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the h(u) function given by
(2).

c

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the c state given by (1).

Figures 3-4 and 5 -6, respectively. The resulting states will
be given by:

ω =
−1

R40 · C2

∫
(

−
R23 · R25 ·R39

100 ·R22 · R24 · R26
u3

−
R28 · R30 · R39

10 · R27 ·R29 ·R31
u2

+
R33 ·R39

R32 ·R34
u

+
R36 ·R39

R35 ·R37
ω

−
R39

R38
V 1

)

dt− VC20 .

(4)

c =
−1

R49 · C3

∫
(

−
R41 · R45 ·R50

R42 · R51 ·R46
u

+
R43 · R45

R44 · R47
c

−
R45

R48
V 2

)

dt− VC30 .

(5)

All the values and components used in the implementation
are depicted in Table 1.

4. CHARACTERISTIC BEHAVIORS OF THE
CIRCUIT OF THE β CELL.

As described before, the β cell may present a variety
of oscillations depending on the values assigned to the
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Fig. 7. Simulation of the β cell circuit in the active
behavior, η = 3/4, uβ = −0.954.

fast and slow parameters in its mathematical model.
The circuit described by the Figures 1 to 6 already
considers the values of an active cell (η = 3/4 and uβ =
−0.954), resulting in the characteristic behavior of BEA.
Simulating the circuit with an electronic emulator software
we obtain the following results depicted in Figure 7. Where
it can be appreciated that when the calcium concentration
c (depicted in green) increases, the cell enters in an
active phase represented by the oscillatory behavior of the
membrane potential u and the voltage-gated potassium
channel ω, marked in blue and red, respectively. This
active state corresponds to a cell phase in which the
insulin hormone is being produced and secreted in the
blood stream. The oscillations cease to exist after the
concentration level is decreasing, representing a silent or
inactive phase in which the glucose is being regulated.

The second important oscillatory behavior in the cells is
attribute to a state of inactivity (uβ = −2). This sta-
tionary state may characterize one of the most common
behavior of cells in diabetes mellitus which is the cease of
activity despite the levels of glucose in blood as depicted
in Figure 8 [see T. R. Chay (1990)]. To obtain this oscil-
latory behavior we change the slow parameter represented
through voltage V2 into a value of −2V.

The last behavior stands for a continuous spiking in
the membrane potential and the voltage-gated potassium
channel. This state has been observed in cells which are
isolated from the cluster to be analyzed exvivo [P. Smolen

Table 1. Values and components of the elec-
tronic implementation. Any resistance not in-
cluded here is consider with a value of 100Ω.

Component Value or name

R2,R23,R42 10MΩ

R1 1.2MΩ

R5,R21,R28,R40,R49 1MΩ

R4,R27 266.6kΩ

R9 173kΩ

R22 109kΩ

R32 41.3kΩ

C1,C2,C3 1µF

U3A-U12A, U15-U28 TL084CD

U1,U2,U13,U14 AD633AN

VCC 15V

VSS -15V

V1 -3V

V2 0.00954V

VC10
, VC20

, VC30
0V
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Fig. 8. Simulation of the β cell circuit in the inactive
behavior, uβ = −2.
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Fig. 9. Simulation of the β cell circuit in the continuous
spiking behavior, η = 1.1.
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Fig. 10. Diagram of the complete replacement coupling
considering the c state.

(1993)]. To acquire this behavior in the circuit of the cell
we changed the fast parameter to η = 1.1 represented by
the resistive components R9, R10 in the function f(u) and
R32, R33 in ω∞(u). The continuous spiking activity can
be appreciated in Figure 9.

5. SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE β CELL CIRCUIT

Now that we demonstrate the feasibility of the electronic
implementation of the mathematical model of the β cell,
we consider a synchronization scheme regarding the cir-
cuit. One of the principal characteristic among β-cells is
that they produce BEA if they are not isolated from the
cluster, causing electrical synchronization with its neigh-
bors under certain restriction as described by P. Smolen
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Fig. 11. Simulation of the complete replacement coupling
given by Eq. (6).

(1993) and P. Meda et al. (1993). Another important
factor to consider, is that the cell must synchronize to this
electrical activity in order to segregate insulin into the
blood stream at the specific times that it is required [L.J.
Ontañón and E. Campos (2013)]. Taking this in consider-
ation, we implemented the complete replacement scheme
described by Pecora et al. (1997). In which a master and a
slave systems are considered. The synchronization occurs
by replacing one of the states of the slave system with
one of the master system, in this case the concentration of
calcium c will be considered as depicted in Figure 10. The
coupled system is described as follows:

u̇M = −1/12u3
M + 3/8u2

M + 37/64uM − ωM − cM ,
ω̇M = 11/12u3

M + 3/8u2
M − 155/64uM − ωM − 3,

ċM = 1/100uM − 1/400cM + 0.00954,
u̇S = −1/12u3

S + 3/8u2
S + 37/64uS − ωS − cM ,

ω̇S = 11/12u3
S + 3/8u2

S − 155/64uS − ωS − 3.

(6)

The master and slave systems given by Eq. (6) are char-
acterized in the active behavior of the cell. Both systems
are initialized with different initial conditions, represented
throughout the voltages of their capacitors at the begin-
ning of the simulation (VC1S0

= VC2S0
= 2V). After some

transient state and a couple of active phases of the master
system, both systems reach their active and silent phases
in synchrony proving that the systems will release the
insulin protein at the same time into the blood stream.
This can be appreciated in Figure 11.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The electronic implementation of mathematical models
have been extremely helpful in the study of hard to
replicate phenomena. Biologist spend a lot of time and
money on growing the specific cells they require. With
this electronic implementation of the β cell based on the
model of Pernarowski, scientist may study and develop
theories regarding diabetes mellitus and other related
deficiencies in the insulin secretion. Using clusters formed
by this circuit presents an efficient and low cost alternative.
Besides, by focusing on the different behaviors that the
circuit generates, one is able to design coupling methods
such as unidirectional or bidirectional with any number
of systems in order to study synchronization among a
previously designed clusters of cells. The studies regarding
this area may be reported elsewhere.
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